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15 minutes to a better technique



Important information on developing virtuoso technique

DISCLAIMER: the following information is not to be taken as medical advice in any capacity and
any injuries that may result inferred or implied from the following information is the sole
responsibility of the person doing the exercises. Please read all of the information before
beginning any of the instructed exercises .

Introduction:
There is one thing all great players of music will have – flexibility in their hands and
wrists.
The following information and exercises alone will not give you virtuoso technical ability
but without the necessary flexibility you will never achieve it.


If you are blessed with natural flexibility then the following exercises can enhance
that or at least give you a good warming up routine before playing. It’s like yoga
for the hands / wrists. To help prevent any accumulated injuries learning and
practicing yoga can help balance the body and can be a great overall help.



Music instruction books and teachers usually focus only on the playing to
develop stretching of the hands as part of the way to improve technical ability at
the chosen instrument – be it piano, guitar, etc. Some people seem to have a
natural technique that takes a whole lot less time to develop than others. Those
individuals who become very good very quickly all have that one particular thing
in common – great hand / wrist flexibility.



Child prodigies are a prime example – they will always have great hand / wrist
flexibility. All of those difficult technique problems are easily overcome because
the only restriction they have is mind.



There are many people with great musical potential mind – wise but a hand /
wrist that lacks flexibility will not allow the player the freedom to play easily what
their mind is asking them to play.



Just as Yoga, Pilates or specific body stretching goes together for the athlete
with all of their skills training and perhaps weight training, so can a regular
regime of daily stretching give the musician a great way to warm up and create
the flexibility necessary for a more advanced level of playing. Without the
required flexibility in the hand and wrists some technical problems will never be
overcome.



There must be many musicians who feel that if only they can get their fingers to
move the way they have seen others play, they know they could play just as well
– they know they have the music inside just waiting to be expressed properly.

Well, what follows are a set of hand /wrist exercises that if performed daily should in
time give you the extra flexibility you may need, and plus are a great way to warm up
the hands / wrists before you begin playing.

So, Let’s Get Started:

Exercise 1:
Choose one hand to begin.
 With 3 fingers and palm on a flat surface, use the other hand to raise the ‘free’
finger (say, index finger) and stretch it upward towards its limit. Do this slowly
and don’t apply very much force or bounce the finger.
 Support the ‘free’ finger completely from the base just above the knuckle to the
top of the finger with the other hand. Hold for at least 30 seconds.
 The finger will gradually and naturally stretch higher as you hold the stretch.
See photo 1.
Photo 1

Now apply the stretch to the next finger (say, middle finger) – same technique.
See photo 2.
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And again apply the stretch to the ring or 4th finger.
See photo 3.
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Finally apply the stretch to the little finger as seen in photo 4.
See photo 4.
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Remember at least 30 seconds for each stretch.

Exercise 2:
The next exercise is for the thumb.
 Put your hand flat on an even surface so that all four fingers and thumb are
together and touching.
 Now with the thumb at the same angle as it sits next to the index finger, lift it by
gripping it with the thumb and index finger of the other hand and pulling it
upwards.
 Hold for at least 30 seconds. See photo 5.
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Now you should swap hands and do Exercises 1 & 2 again with the other hand.

Exercise 3:
This is an exercise to increase the hand span stretch and at the same time helps loosen
the wrist movement.
 Stretch out your fingers from little finger to thumb and then ‘hook’ your little finger
from the inside edge at the tip to a surface or even use your knee as a hook
point.
 Grab your thumb with the other hand and pull the thumb away.
 Try to make your thumb as straight as possible and feel the stretch between the
thumb and little finger. See photo 6.
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Exercise 4:
This exercise is similar to Exercise 3.
 Make the stretch between each of the other fingers in turn with the thumb (similar
to what you did using your little finger with the thumb)
Viz: Index finger and thumb, Middle finger and thumb, etc.

Exercise 5:
Stretching between adjoining fingers:
I think one of the best places to do this is on the top of your leg above the knee – it
seems to give a great rounded surface to get the stretch happening.

 Begin stretching between the index and middle fingers. Don’t push – be gentle
and hold for about 30 seconds. You can also assist the stretch by gently pulling
on one of the fingers in the stretch by using the other hand.
 Then do the stretch between the middle finger and fourth (ring) finger.
 Finally do the stretch between the fourth finger and little finger. See photo 7.
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Exercise 6:
This is another thumb stretch.
 This time grip the thumb by the other hand. Begin the grip by allowing the skin
between the thumb and index finger on both hands to meet in the middle, and
then grip the thumb using the hand where the thumb was on top of the other
hand.
 Turn the wrist / hand down and then apply pressure with the aim to get the thumb
to touch the underside of your forearm just past the wrist.
That is the aim but not necessarily the result. Be careful! You don’t want an injury.
Always gentle pressure.

The stretch (and all of the others) will naturally improve over time with regular practice.
See photo 8.
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Exercise 7:
 Begin with your hands in the ‘prayer’ position in front of your chest and then
lower the arms while keeping your hands at the same vertical position. Push both
hands toward each other. You feel the stretch in your wrists and fingers. Try and
lower your wrists to be in front of your navel.
Hold for about 30 seconds. See photo 9.
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Another way to get this stretch:
 Place your hands on the floor with thumbs facing out, elbows facing back, fingers
also are pointing backwards from you.
 Lean forward onto your hands.
Another variation of the stretch:
 Place your hands on the floor with thumbs facing in, hands / fingers facing
forward.
 Lean forward onto your hands. See photo 10.
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Exercise 8:
This stretch is achieved by placing the top of your hands on the floor with thumbs facing
in and hands / fingers facing back, and lean gently forward onto your hands.
Be extra careful with this exercise – too much pressure on the wrists could be both
painful and damaging! Hold for 30 seconds. See photo 11.
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Guidelines




Of course all of these exercises are for both hands – even if your instrument
requires more flexibility in one hand over the other – it’s better to keep the body
as balanced as possible – hands and wrists included.
The exercises should be held for no less than 30 seconds per exercise. Where
there is less flexibility then holding it longer will make improvements quicker.
Maximum recommended for any stretch is 1 minute.

Helpful Hints


Also you could break the stretch exercises up into two halves and do one half
one day and the other half the next, or do exercises 1 & 2 every day and do the
others over two days. Whatever suits you the best. The more you can do these
exercises the faster will be your improvement.



You can come up with your own variations or additions to the hand / wrist
exercises if you want – the continued day by day stretching is the key.



The results are going to be more obvious for those people who begin with the
least flexibility but practically everyone will see improvement over time. This is
not a quick fix! You should at first notice that some technical difficulties start to
get easier – even ones you might have been aware of for years. Bit by bit the
playing will get easier and what you are capable of will grow.

Conclusion
These exercises are in no way a replacement for practicing your instrument – they are
an addition. But you may find that when you revisit music you have worked on in the
past, the previous difficulties that presented may either be less or totally not there
anymore – that has been my experience.
I hope these exercises will become a part of your daily music routine and by virtue of
daily practicing them they will give you the hand mechanics you need to help you
become the player you desire to be.
Best wishes with your musical journey,
Graham Bishop. ©2012
graham@creativevisionmusic.com
www.creativevisionmusic.com

